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By all accounts, the recent FLEAT II conference, held jointly by IALL and the Language Laboratory Association of Japan, was a great success. Non-Japanese IALL attendance more than doubled our expectations; the quality of our presentations and vitality of our membership motivated a number of Japanese, international and even American attendees to sign up as first-time IALL members; and most importantly, it resulted in a truly international exchange which stimulated discussion, debate and new perspectives.

The opening symposium on translation, interpretation and linguistic imperialism was particularly thought-provoking. The session was held in Japanese with simultaneous interpretation provided for English speakers. This was the first experience with simultaneous interpretation for many of the native English-speaking attendees, and it prompted continued discussion throughout the conference.

One topic of discussion revolved around the realization that if IALL is to be considered a truly international organization, we need to reconsider our heretofore de facto “English only” policy in our conference planning. The IALL Executive Board will be discussing this issue further over the next several months and will open the discussion to the membership through the regional groups and the Journal.

The Board will also discuss plans for holding a FLEAT III conference in the U.S. in conjunction with IALL ’97. Whether FLEAT III is held in the U.S. or Japan, both the LLA and IALL planning committees felt that the joint conference is a significantly worthwhile project to consider on a regular 4-5 year cycle. In the meantime, we have IALL ’93 to look forward to, and hope that our Japanese and other international colleagues will join us in Kansas.
Software to make the most of your hardware.

If you're running an electronic equivalent of "Hangman" or vocabulary flashcards on your language lab's Macintosh® computers, you're only using a tiny fraction of their power. Worse yet, the students are probably bored to tears.

To unleash the full power of your Macs, you need software with the power of Herr Kommissar, the interactive language environment for intermediate German from Amber Productions. With Herr Kommissar, you'll say goodbye once and for all to traditional "drill and kill" exercises, and usher in a new era of task-oriented interaction that builds German conversation skills, improves grammar, and has students coming back for more!

That's because Herr Kommissar creates a murder-mystery micro-world where the learner "becomes" the Kommissar: the Inspector charged with solving the crime. To nail the culprit, Herr Kommissar must interrogate five simulated suspects by keying in questions — in German, of course. Students will be surprised and delighted to find that they actually receive cogent answers to almost any question they can dream up, in both spoken (speech-synthesized) and written (on-screen) form. And all the while, the trusty Sergeant Schultz provides grammar, spelling, and vocabulary assistance.

As the dialogue proceeds, Herr Kommissar captures every keystroke in a complete transcript of the "investigation" and builds an analysis of the individual learner's communicative strengths and weaknesses.

Try Herr Kommissar™ and see for yourself. For an evaluation kit containing a demonstration version of the program and a Hypercard® guided tour, send $5.50 (refundable with purchase) to:

amber productions
P.O. Box 1299 • Milford • PA 18337 • 717-296-2517

Level: Suitable through 2nd year college, or final year of high school.
System requirements: Macintosh Plus, SE, SE/30, or II, with hard drive or two floppies.
Macintosh and HyperCard are trademarks of Apple Computer.